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Seeing that they were about to be defeated, Henry turned and shouted to Leon through gritted teeth, "Mister Wolf, the Scarlet

Thief is so powerful that not even Chandler and I combined can take him down! Please escape with Sherlyn!"

He and the Scarlet Thief s vengeance went back to when the Scarlet Thief killed every last member of his family, sparing only

him and Sherlyn. Even if he and Chandler could not survive again this time, he would not be afraid of dying, nor would he even

think of retreating! He was ready to fight to his grave!

However, Sherlyn was the only person he left in this world, and he hoped that Leon could help her escape before they fell victim

to the Scarlet Thief!

As long as Leon and Sherlyn got to safety, he would have no regrets and would not even hesitate to sacrifice his own life!

Even if he died, he would do so in peace, knowing that Leon was able to look after his precious granddaughter!

"Henry is right! President Wolf, Henry, and I can hold him off while you escape," Chandler cried out. He knew full well that the

Scarlet Thief's sudden appearance had nothing to do with Leon, and not to mention that he still owed Leon one for curing his leg.

Besides, the Scarlet Thief was far too powerful than even the both of them combined, and he knew that they had only a slim

chance of making it out alive!

However, the two of them were Almighty Warriors, and even if the Scarlet Thief were to kill them, they would not go down without

a fight!

He and Henry already made up their mind to bring down the Scarlet Thief no matter what, even if it meant sacrificing their lives!

However, they had to stall the Scarlet Thief as long as they could to ensure Leon and Sherlyn's safety; if Leon were to fall victim

to the Scarlet Thief as well, the two of them would never be able to rest in peace!

"Escape? There's no need for that! Elder Yates, Elder Quinn, come back! I shall handle the Scarlet Thief!" Leon replied calmly.

Now that he ingested the Dragon Pill, he already ascended to the Intermediate Golden Core Phase, which was equivalent to the

Semi-Almighty State!

Not only that, but with the Mirror of Sovereign, he was now capable of withstanding attacks of even the Intermediate Almighty

State!

There was no way the Scarlet Thief could break through his defenses now, much less defeat him!

However, since the Dragon Pill was still taking effect, Leon knew that his power level was still ascending as he spoke, and thus

did not rush to take on the Scarlet Thief before its full effect kicked in.

"What?" Henry and Chandler could not believe their ears. They hoped Leon would get the message and escape with

Sherlyn while they could, and they never once imagined Leon would not only refuse to leave but even dare to take on the Scarlet

Thief by himself!

This was akin to a death sentence!

Neither of them could understand where Leon got the confidence from.

"What an arrogant little twat!" the Scarlet Thief cackled. For a split second, he wanted nothing more than to storm over and

squash Leon underneath his finger like a bug, but since he was still entangled by Henry and Chandler, he could not possibly do

so!
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